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ix

MATTERS REQUIRING ATTENTION UY THE COUNCIL

MATTERS FOR DECISION

Southern boundary of the Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF)

The Committee considered the report of the Fifth Session of the Fishery Committee for
the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF) (March 1977). CECAF had recommended that the southern
boundary of its area of competence should be moved from 6°S (mouth of the Congo (Zaire)
River) to include the waters off Angola as there was no scientific justification for the
present boundary. The Committee recommended to the Council that the boundary should be
moved southwards to include not only the waters off Angola but also the waters off Namibia.
The Committee requested the Director-General to solicit the views of Angola and convey
them to the Council and to inform the United Nations Council for Namibia and the
Organization of African Unity.

(Paras. 67-70)

Proposal to create a fishery commission for the Near East

The Committee agreed with a proposal which had emanated from the FAO Regional
Conference for the Near East (1976) to establish a fishery commission for the countries
serviced by the Near East Regional Office. It requested the Director-General to consult
with the countries concerned on the financing of the activities of the Commission and on its
coordination with the General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean
Fishery Commission.

(Para, 71)

Request for Arabic interpretation at sessions of the Committee

The Committee took favourable note of a request for Arabic interpretation at future
sessions. It noted that the whole question of the use of Arabic would be considered by the
Conference in November 1977 after having been examined by the Council in June 1977.

(Para. 110)

MATTERS FOR INFORMATION

Major proposals for future activities of the Fisheries Deparment

The Committee expressed its support for the proposals before it, with stress to be laid
on increasing the proportion of catches directly consumed as food, on the development of
inland fisheries and aquaculture, on reducing post harvest losses, on conservation of
resources and protection against pollution, on socio-economic and institutional aspects of
fisheries and, in particular, on the problems of small-scale fisheries. It also stressed
fish utilization to make sure that better use was made of the fish already caught and to
develop low cost products.

(Paras. 10 and 95-102)

Programme aspects were also considered under other items of the Agenda.

(See below)

Developments in the regime of the sea and their implications for fisheries

The Committee requested FAO to continue its contributions to the United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea and in particular to prepare a programme for the
development of the economic zones of developing countries and an analysis pf national
legisaionan&. bil..tra1 agreements relating to extended zones of jurisdiction.

(Paras. 79-81)



When the Committee was considering the implications of the changes in the regime
of the sea, a majority of delegations stated that they saw no need for changing the status
of the Committee at the present time. There was, however, general agreement that a
strengthening could already take place by concentrating on a few major tasks. The
Secretariat was requested to send out a questionnaire to members of the Committee asking
them for. their views on the Committees future,

(Paras. 82-86)

The Committee considered its future vis-a-vis regional fishery bodies, the
desirability of decentralizing FAO bodies progressively and strengthening their links with
the regional fishery development projects. It also considered the need for better
coordination between fishery bodies and organizations concerned with other aspects of
ocean affairs.

(Paras. 87"94)

Southern Oceans

The Committee was informed of the present state of exploitation and utilization of the
living resources of the southern oceans and of FAO's activities to ensure that their future
exploitation would contribute to meeting world food needs. It was in general agreed that
the Organization had an important role to play in view of its technical responsibilities
and its special duty towards the developing world. The planning and execution of any
subsequent activities should, in the Committee's view, be undertaken in close cooperation
with the coastal states in the area, the appropriate scientific bodies and, as regards the
area covered by the Antarctic Treaty, in close cooperative working relations with the
parties to the Treaty.

(Paras. 39'49)

Joint ventures in fisheries

The Committee acknowledged the generally positive role played by joint ventures in the
public and private sectors in the development of the fisheries of the developing countries.
In its view, more attention should be given to the formation of joint ventures covering not
only direct fishing operations but also such industrial aspects as storage, processing and
marketing. The Committee considered in detail FAO's possible role and expressed the view
that the Organization might intensify its activities in identifying investment opportunities
in developing countries.

(Paras. 50-61)

The timing of future sessions of the Committee

The Committee expressed the view that as a result of changes in the regime of the sea
it should meet once a year for at least the next few years. It suggested that the next
session should be held in the spring of 1978 but that the Director-General should take a
decision in consultation with the Chairman in the light of further developments in the
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.

(Para. 113)



OPENING OF THE SESSION

1. The Committee on Fisheries held its Eleventh Session in Rome from 19 to 26 April 1977.
The Session was attended by 72 members of the Committee, by observers from 3 other FAO member
nations and the US.S.R., by the Permanent Observer for the Holy See, by representatives
of the United Nations, the United Nations Development Programme, the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission, the World Meteorological Organization and the European Economic
Community, and by observers from 9 other international organizations. A list of delegates
arid observers is given in Appendix B to this report.

Dr. R. Perez-Prieto (Peru) who had been elected Chairman of the Committee at the
Ninth Session was in the chair at the opening of the session. The Chairman congratulated
Mr, H. Watzinger on his appointment an Assistant Director-General of the FAO Fisheries
Department - appointment which had been made since the Tenth Session of the Committee.

The Committee was welcomed by the Director-General in an address the text of which is
reproduced in Appendix D to this report.

The Guest Speaker was H.E. Jorge. Castaeda,Head of theMexican delegation to tfleThjrdUfljted
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea and member of the International Law Commission of
the United Nations. He delivered an address at the invitation of the Director-General of
FAO on ''Fisheries and the New International Economic Order''. The text of this address
is reproduced in Appendix E to this report.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE SESSION

The Committee adopted the agenda shown in Appendix A. The documents which were before
the Committee are listed in Appendix C to this report.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

According to Rule I of its Rules of Procedure the Committee was required to elect a
Chairman, a first Vice-Chairman and four other Vice-Chairmen at the Eleventh Session.
A Nominations Committee was appointed consisting of the representative of Argentina,
Australia, Cuba, Germany (Federal Republic of), India, Renya, Poland, Senegal and the
United States of America.

On the recommendation of the Nominations Committee Dr. M. Ruivo (Portugal) was
unanimously elected Chairman of the Committee, Mr. B.T. Cunningham (New Zealand) was elected
as first ViceChairman and Messrs. R.P. Quadri (Argentina),cejc Moussa Fof ana (Guinea),
Hong-Jang Joo (Korea, Republic of), and H.W. WXodarczyk (Poland) as other Vice-Chairmen.
One delegation expressed the view that in the future the election of officers should reflect
a more equitable geographic distribution.

A Drafting Committee was appointed consisting of the representatives of Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, France, Indonesia, Iraq, Nigeria, Oman, Poland, Senegal, Spain and the United States
of America. Ambassador F. Zegers (Chile) was elected Chairman.

REVIEW OF THE STATE OF WORLD FISHERIES

(a) World f:L.sheries development 1962-1975: an appraisal of
performance compared with the Indicative World Plan projections

As requested by the Committee at its Ninth Session (October 1974), the Secretariat
submitted a document (COFI/77/4) in which it reviewed the main trends in world fisheries
over the period 1962-1975 and compared them with projections made as part of FAO's
Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development. The Secretariat in particular drew
attention to the increase in the production of food fish in developing countries and the
contribution which fisheries has been making in these countries to food supply and foreign
exchange earnings. It noted also the significant growth in production achieved by
centrally planned countries.
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The Secretariat, however, also drew attention to the fact that the rate of increase in
the world catch had been declining since the mid 1960's and in the period 1970-75 had
averaged no more than a half of 1 percent per annum. It concluded that the main areas for
future action were utilization, to make better use of the fish already caught and to develop
low cost products particularly from fish presently of little commercial value; and management,
to ensure that the growing number of stocks under heavy fishing pressure continued to
provide the basis of economically viable fisheries.

The Committee expressed its appreciation of the document and its opinion that FAO is
in a unique position to prepare such global analyses. These analyses were valuable not
only as a general framework for the discussion of the Committee but also to member
governments in determining their policies. It was agreed that documents of this nature
should be presented regularly at future sessions of the Committee. Some delegations
expressed the view that macroeconomic studies on both world and regional levels should be
given priority and emphasis within the programme of work of the Fisheries Department.

Several delegations indicated that studies would be more useful if more detail was
given concerning individual countries. The Secretariat suggested that it would produce
regional studies for presentation to sessions of regional fishery bodies.

Noting the continuing gap between levels of fish consumption per caput in the developed
and those in developing regions of the world, the Committee agreed that the emerging legal
regime of the oceans offered an opportunity for reappraisal of fishery development
possibilities, Some delegations pointed out that, although oceans are generally heavily
fished, there are still possibilities for much greater catches in several areas, for example
the Indian Ocean. In realizing these possibilities, FAO has an important role in assessing
the potentials of stocks, in facilitating the transfer of technology, in coordinating
international and bilateral aid and in promoting better utilization of fish. The need for
improved methods of managing stocks which had already been heavily fished was also stressed.

The Committee also suggested that future reviews would be enhanced by more detailed
consideration of economic and social factors which inhibit development of fisheries in
certain areas. Much of the finance for development would need to come f ìom private sources
and it was therefore desirable to demonstrate that there would be a satisfactory return on
invested capital. With respect to funds from other sources (multilateral and bilateral),
it was desirable to present those sources with appropriate arguments itt favour of their
investment in fisheries development.

The Committee agreed that inland fisheries and aquaculture should in future be accorded
greater attention. The continuing need for improved statistics was emphasized because the
quality cf the analyses made by FAO and the decisions taken by governments depend to a
considerable extent upon their accuracy arid adequacy.

(b) The present state of the world fishery resources

The Committee expressed its general appreciation of the information and analyses
presented in the documentation provided by the Secretariat. Compilation, review
and dissemination of such material were important continuing activities of FAO which was
in a unique position to produce comprehensive and impartial reviews of the state of world
fishery resources. The Committee also indicated that this type of documentation should in
future be presented among the background papers.

Inland fishery resources, which were important in many of the less developed countries
had been reviewed in detail at the Tenth Session of the Committee; the large number of small,
independent and relatively slowly changing fisheries might not call for detailed review
annually. The magnitude and state of inland fisheries resources also depended to a large
extent on external factors, such as decisions regarding land and water use, and therefore
required a treatment rather different from that given to marine resources.
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During the past four years the total world catch had remained below the peak of just
under 71 million tons reached in 1971. This was in part due to a sudden decrease in the
catches of anchoveta off Peru and Chile. The total catch of other marine fish had continued
to increase until 1975, when there was a small decrease, Catch trends tended to confirm
the view that world catches of the more familiar species of fish were approaching the limit
of the potential, of the natural resources. However, the degree cf utilization of the
resources was not equal in all regions. There remained some stocks, e.g. in parts of the
Indian Ocean, where increased fishing, if carefully and selectively applied, could result
in sustained increases in catches.

One hundred million tons was estimated as the potential annual harvest from
conventional marine resources during the 1973 Technical Confereuc.e on Fishery Management
and Development at Vancouver, No evidence had come to light calling for revision of this
estimate. Certain regional estimates? e.g. for the western Indian Ocean, may however have
been somewhat too high, and others, e.g. for the northeast Atlantic, too low. The Committee
noted however that most of the information discussed at Vancouver and summarized in the
FAO publication ''The Fish Resources of the Ocean'' (1970) had been compiled nearly a
decade ago, and agreed that FAO should prepare and publish an upto-date review.

Interactions between different stocks made it difficult to assess the potential yield
from an area. Nöte was taken of interactions between marine mammals and stocks of fish and
of other animals (e.g. krill and baleen whales in the Southern Ocean; harp seals, capelin
and cod in the northwest Atlantic) and also of interactions between fish stocks. It was
not clear to what extent it might be possible to maintain, for example, both the high catches
of cod, plaice and other demersal fish which had recently been obtained from the North Sea
and high catches of mackerel or herring. Thus, arrangements for regional management of
fishing should take into account the interaction of all the resources of each area.

It was pointed out that the greatest opportunities for increasing the supply of
protein from the sea now lay in the socailed ''unconventional'' resources. These consisted
mostly of animals living beyond the continental shelves; these were generally small and
belonged to the lower trophic levels. Examples were: oceanic squid, mesopelagic fishes
and krill. The potential of these resources was very large; but realization of this
potential would require considerable technological advances in catching, handling and
processing, which would be best achieved through effective international coordination and
colla'boration. FAO could play a role in this matter, especially to the end that developing
countries should derive benefit from the exploitation of these resource-s. The view was
expressed that international funds would be better used for the development of fisheries
in the coastal zones of the less developed countries. It was agreed however that the
potential of conventional resources could be further explored by FAO.

The Committee repeated the view it had expressed at previous sessions concerning the
importance of adequate basic information, particularly statistics, for the evaluation of
resources. It noted the work done by FAO, particularly through the field prograwiile, to
improve the prevailing situation which was still not satisfactory. The Committee expressed
satisfaction with the Species Identification Sheets which facilitated collection of basic
information.

Marine mammals

The Secretariat presented document COFI/77/5, Sup.1 and informed the Committee that
the final report of the ACMRR Working Party on Marine Mammals was now available and was
being studied by the ACMRR, the FAO Secretariat and the United Nations Environment Programme.
The Working Party had been established in 1973 following discussion of this matter at the
Seventh Session of the Committee on Fisheries in 1972 (see paragraph 16 of the Report of
the Seventh Session). It was able to conduct its work through the assistance of an FAO/UNEP
Marine Mammals Project and the financial support of some interested nations and international
organizations, as well as with the assistance of many specialists, culminating in a
Scientific Consultation convened in Bergen, Norway, in AugustSeptember 1976. The proceedings
of this Consultation were being prepared for publication by FAO.



The Secrjtariat reported that the above studies had revealed that some species and
stocks were endangered and that the threats to them came in some cases from excessive capture,
deliberate or accidentai, and in other cases from mancaused changes in critical habitat,
from other uses of the sea and from pollutants. Very little was known about many of the
species and stocks, especially about the small cetaceans, while even for those which bad
been intensively studied over many years, there remained considerable uncertainty in
assessment of their sustainable yields arid other biological characteristics. The recovery
of depleted stocks of the species of whales, the exploitation of which had for some years
been prohibited by the International Whaling Commission, was difficult to monitor and might
in some cases be slower than had been anticipated.

Narine mammals interacted with man in many ways, both to man's detriment and his
advantage; their most obvious impacts were as predators on fishes that man was harvesting
and interference with fishing operations.

lt was pointed out that the whales contributed to satísfacton of human nutritional
needs and should therefore be conserved and utilize.d in the most rational manner, not
merely protected. With respect to interactions between fish and marine mammals it was
indicated that the determination of objectives for management must be based on a concept of
optimum utilization of resources as a whole taking into account economic and social factors
which varied from country to country and therefore could he agreed upon among the.
countries concerned,

27, Other delegations agreed that depleted populations, when they had recovered, should
be utilized, It was also emphasized that low consumptive uses should also be taken into
account in this regard. Marine mammals were valuable to man, and would be more so when
protected populations had recovered; their value consisted not only in their being sources
of food and other commodities but in their being a source of general Interest to mankind
both in captivity and in their natural habitat.

28. It was proposed that FAO should encourage membership in 1WC by all countries carrying
Out whaling, and by other countries concerned, It was generally agreed that FAO and ACMRR
would be advised to continue their general interest in marine maimnals andin research into
the ecosystems of which they form part and to cooperate with UNEF, but should avoid
duplication of activities with other competent international bodies, A formulation of the
overall obj ectives with respect to marine mammals would be timely and FAO should be
involved in this. Reference was made to the new policy of 1WC on the. management of hales
La this cosriection the possibility of a more flexible approach to management should
be considered.

29, An example was given of the effect of au extension of national jurisdiction and
application of national laws in providing protection to a fin whale population greater than
that aCforded by international agreement. The recent resolution of international and
intranational scientific controversy regarding the status of the harp seal was also noted.

The Conmiittee requested that the Secretariat continue to keep it informed of
developments regarding marine mammals.

(c) Fish production, utilization and trade

(i) Fishery commodity situation

The Secretariat presented a review of the state of world fishery markets in 1976 together
with an assessment of the outlook for the remainder of 1977 and early 1978 (COFI/77/6).
In the review, note was taken of the increase lia the world catch in 1976 as well as the
continued recovery in world trade and in the greater buoyancy of markets for fishery
products. The review indieàtd that the outlook, which derived largely from economic
conditions generally, was good andvnrious factors augured well for continued growth in
world trade in fishery commodities.
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The Committee welcomed the review. It considered that such reviews should continue
to be presented when necessary at each COFI session. Besides complementing other papers
presented to the Committee the review provided useful guidance to member countries
especially developing countries, which were trying to plan their fisheries and expand their
export markets. The Committee suggested that the presentation of future teviews should be
improved by incorporating information on imports and by adding information on the price of
selected fishery commodities.

There was some discussion of factors influencing fishery markets, such as the influence
of the price of livestock products on the price and consumption of fishery products.
The importance of maintaining quality and the general conservatism of fishery industries
were also mentioned. It was generally agreed that the review reflected the current situation
in world fishery markets. The Secretariat was, however, urged to reconsider the country
coverage of the tables on production and trade. Several delegations provided up-dated or
new information to assist the Secretariat iii this process and to improve the coverage of
existing statistics.

(ii) Prospects and requirements for the better utilization of fishery resouce.s

Discussion of this item was preceded by a presentation of a series of slides entitled
''Long-term Targets for Fisheries Development''. The Committee expressed the view that the
use by the Fisheries Department of modern methods of visual/auditory presentation is timely
and could play a useful role in making better known important fishery subjects

The Committee recognized the urgency of increasing the production and utilization of
fish for direct human consumption particularly in developing couni:r±es., It was, however.
pointed out that ali the potential catches from the fishery resources which were still
under-exploited or unexploited were of types not easily processed into or for the moment
marketable as food. Catching for reduction had therefore frequently been the practicable
way of making use of such resources. Tuis use had contributed in sosie countriCs to
economic development as a factor contributing to the equilibrium of the. balance of payments
on the one hand and on the other to the availability of food supplies. It would be
desirable to use increasing by-catches for dIrect human consumption. There might be
situations In which prohibition of the use of certain species for reduction iurposes as
animal feed would be advantageous. Nevertheless It must be recognized that s large-scale
change from reduction to direct use as food must be speeded up and this would cali for
much appropriate work in fish technology, market promotion and investmenl:.

The Committee noted that meeting the demand projections that had been made foi: the ycer
2000 would imply the full exploitation of all known. corweotioeai resources by that tine-
and, in addition, obtaining 20 to 30 million tons from improved or extended aquaculture,
reduction of wastage a-nd losses possib].y to be combined with the exploitation of
unconventional resources such as krill, meso-pelagio fish end oceanic squid. Expansion of

market demand for ne-w emerging products from underutilized conventional and unconventional
resources could facilitate better utilization of these resources. Various resources need

to be evaluated with respect to their suitability to yIeld low-cost products for use
particularly in developing countries. The required transfer of appropriate technologies
to developing countries should take into account the need for simple, low-cost fish
handling, processing and preserving techniques. Various products would liuve to be tested
with respect to marketing characteristics, due account being taken of consumer preferences

in developing countries. In this context, the Committee was advised that the investigations
into fish powder (fish protein concentrate type B) carried out by FAO in collaboration
with the Government o-f Norway and the World Food Programme demonstrated market and consumer
acceptance in countries, and particularly those where fishery products were a regular part

of thn diet.

The Committee agreed that high priority activities for achieving an increased supply

of food fish in developing countries were: exploitation of demersal and small pelagic fish;

reduction of post-harvest losses and utilization òf discards in shrimp trawling; aquaculture
development and inland fisheries. It was noted that post-harvest losses were considerable
and -that their reduction would thus contribute to increasing the level of food supplies.
On the other hand, the scattered location and widely varying causes of such losses often
made it difficult to obtain tangible results rapidly.
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38. The Committee supported strongly a proposal for a ''global project to increase fish
utilization for human consumption''. It took note that because of the financial constraints
of UND?, funding of that project could not be considered for 1977, but that hopefully it
might be possible to find funds for it in 1978. The Committee was informed that some bilateral
donors had already responded positively to the Department's proposal for investigations of
specific problems of expanding fish utilization for human consumption.

- Use of the resources of the Southern Oceans

The Committee had before it the restricted paper entitled ''Outline Proposals for an
Information and Coordination Programme for the Utilization of the Living Resources of the
Southern Oceans'' (dáted April 1977) and the paper COFI/77/5, Sup.2 ''Review of the State
of Exploitation of the World Fish Resources: Living Resources of the Southern Oceans'' which
contained information on the resources of the southern oceans and on the present state of
their exploitation and utilization and a description of FAO's activities in this field,
particularly the current preparatory phase of a possible future FAO programme. These papers
were supplementend by a presentation on the part of the Secretariat referring to the outline
proposals which had been prepared by FAO, to be used as an aid in carrying out further
consultations and holding discussions on a possible future programme regarding the living
resources of the southern oceans, These consultations were part of the preparatory phase
mentioned above.

The Committee was informed of the discussion on this subject at the FAO Conference in
November 1975 which had noted the competence of the Antarctic Treaty countries in all matters
concerning the ecosystem of Antarctica and had agreed that FAO should keep the Treaty
countries informed of its own activities in the area and coordinate such activities with
those of the Treaty countries. The Committee was invited to comment on the proposals put
before it regarding a proposed programme, its possible financing, and any machinery which
might be needed.

After a thorough discussion, the Committee was in general agreement that FAO had an
important role to play within its competence, with regard to the living resources of the
southern oceans. This was considered to be a proper and legitimate FAO activity in view
both of its technical responsibilities and its special duty towards the developing world.
The Committee noted the estimates that had been made of the potential harvest from the
unexploited living marine resources of the southern oceans of possibly tens of millions
of tons and endorsed the view that their future exploitation might represent an element in
meeting world food needs.

Detailed planning of a possible future programme, and final decisions thereon, should
be based on the results of the work carried Out in the preparatory phase which would continue
to the end of 1977. Such planning and subsequent execution should moreover be undertaken
in close cooperation with the coastal states in the area, the appropriate scientific bodies
and, as regards the area covered by the Antarctic Treaty, in close cooperative working
relations with the Parties to the Treaty. Future work and studies should include the
collection, compilation and dissemination of information; the assessment of the biological
and nutritional potential of the resources; the promotion of necessary scientific and
technological investigations and experiments; encouragement of cooperation ifl the technology
of harvesting and processing of these living resources and assessment of their potential for
economic development; and also promotion of the development of products suitable for
consumption especially to bring benefit to developing countries.

The Committee agreed that these future activities should relate to the living resources
in the southern oceans south of 45°S latitude and emphasized that in keeping with international
practice no activity should take place within the area of jurisdiction of any State without
that State's express consent. While the Committee recognized the general rights of all
nations to share in the development of the living resources beyond national jurisdiction, it
was stated by some delegations that there must be respect for the special interests and
rights o certain countries in particular areas. Development activities should always be
planned and carried out with due regard to the need for conservation In relation to the
ecosystem of Antarctica as a whole and the southern oceans. Some delegations pointed out that
the Antarctic Treaty did not affect the rights or the exercise of the rights of any state
under international law on the high seas within the Treaty area.
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As regards guidance for the activities proposed, the Committee considered that it was
not necessary to set up any new machinery. Existing machinery, including the Fisheries
Department and the Committee itself, should continue to be used for this purpose.

The Committee noted the useful collaboration that had already taken place between FAO
and the various scientific bodies and groups working on Antarctic problems, in particular
with the SCAR1! SCORZ/ BIOMASS' programme to be carried Out in cooperation with the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, and suggested that ACMRR/ should also be
involved in this work. This collaboration should ensure that FAOs programme did not
duplicate but indeed supported the work of the scientific community.

Early in the debate certain delegations expressed serious reservations about some
matters contained in the papers and proposals under discussion. The proposals defined
the area of activities in the southern oceans as covering the living resources in the
waters south of 45°S. These delegations pointed out that this area included substantial
areas which were subject to national sovereignty, and that the papers did not recognize
this fact. The Antarctic Treaty, the area of competence of which started at 600S, had been
entered into by the signatory powers in order to ensure that the area of Antarctica should
be used only for peaceful activities and should be reserved as an area of unique importance
for scientific study and research. These delegations said that the papers submitted to the
Committee did not adequately recognize these principles, and in encouraging the
commercialization of the living resources were in contravention to the provisions of the
Antarctic Treaty. These delegations suggested that there was a need for more careful
definition of the area of the proposed FAO programme and for observance of the rights of
the coastal states which would necessarily apply to the programme's activities, They also
suggested the need for a clarification of the terminology applied to the area.

Another delegation questioned the role of the Antarctic Treaty in relation to the use
of the living resources of that area. This delegation contended that the original
signatories to the Treaty wished to maintain the area as a scientific preserve instead of
opening it up and accelerating the use of its vast resources for the benefit of the
developing countries. Some delegations expressed the view that the opening of the area could
make a great contribution to the implementation of the New International Economic Order
proclaimed by the United Nations Cenerai Assembly and this should be taken into account.

Several delegations described their research activities in the southern ocean. There
was some difference of view as to the speed with which any substantial and economic
utilization of the living marine resources could be affected due to the very difficult
operating conditions in the area and because of problems in the preservation and
processing of the catches,

Several delegations suggested that FAO should consider carefully how to distribute its
resources as between various parts cf its fishery programmes. They felt that in view of
the long seriod that would orobablv be recuired to solve the technical problems connected
with development of the resources of the southern oceans, high priority should meanwhile
be given to programmes of more immediate and obvious benefit to developing countries.
In particular, the Conimittee recognized that developing countries would neèd a great deal of
assistance if they were to take the maximum advantage of the opportunities for full and
rational utilization of the living resources within their expanded economic zones and to
discharge their responsibilities in that respect.

SCAR '- Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research

2/ SCOR Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research

3/ BIONASS - Biological Investigation of Marine Antarctic Systems and Stocks

4/ ACMRR - Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research



(±i) The role of joint ventures in fishery development

The Committee on Tisherf es at its Tenth Ssion decided that the role of joint
ventures in fishery development was to be a major topic at the Eleventh Session. The item
was considered ou the basis of document COFI/77/8, The Department of Fisheries Work
Programme on Joint Ventu-res and document COFI/77/9 The Role of Joint Ventures in
Fishery Development.

The Committee acknowledged the generally positive role played by joint ventures in the
development of the fisheries sector of developing countries. The changes in the legal
regime of the sea which were affecting the structure of world fisheries could be expected
to lead to a further increase ía the interest in this form of international cooperation,
among others. An important consequence of recent international development has been the
altered negotiating position of the countries concerned. This was an important element to
be considered with respect to joint ventures, since satisfactory agreements would not be
possible unless the basic needs and objectives of all parties were taken into account.
In implementing joint ventures in fisheries, particularly for the transfer of technology,
due account should he taken of the principias, criteria and codes being worked out by the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

Joint ventures should not be considered as the only means of establishing new fishery
industries or the only channel for the transfer of technology and effective knowledge for
fisheries development in developing countries. The cooperative nature of joint venture
arrangements in bringing together technology, capital, and in certain cases excess fishing
capacity, with underexploited resources, make joint ventures an alternative tool for
accelerated development, If joint ventures were to make a major contribution to development
objectives, careful preparatory work was necessary from both sides, clearly specifying all
the aims of the joint ventures in the selection of partners; relevant agreements and analysing,
as appropriate, the feasibility of each investment pro-lect. In general, the prospects for
success of a venture increased in proportion to the degree to which the negotiation of the:
agreement had achieved an equitable balance among the interests of partners.

More attention should be given to the formation of joint ventures which, in addition
to fishing, covered a range of other fishery operations, including storage, processing,
and marketing. These integrated enterprises are essential to the economies of developing
countries through the creation of shore facilities and employment in new occupations.
Other :ioint venture trends which should be encouraged were the enterprises in which more
than two partners participated, including sometimes partners from both the public and the
private sectors.

Several delegations stressed the primary role of private industry in developing joint
venture operations and felt that more of FAO's effort should he aimed directly at
assisting industry. Like private industry's role in joint ventures, the role of
governments would need, study in the future, Some delegates pointed out the type of measures
that could be taken both by the host country government and the investor's government to
stimulate the establishment of joint ventures and facilitate their operation. Incentives
for foreign investment should be instituted judiciously, after assurance had been obtained
that expected short and long'term benefits would more than compensate for costs to the economy.

Joint venture clauses which required particular atte-ntioa in the negotiation of
agreements included:

terms of the venture

trainIng provisions

transfer of technology

The changing fisheries scene arid th fact. that: not all countries had as yet drawn up
fishery development plans reflecting the new situation, led some delegations to favour
shorter»teriu agreements. Other delegations saw joint venture arrangements as a móre permanent
element of the fisheries scenie.
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One delegation expressed its views on the possibility of creating fisheries joint
ventures on an international legal basis in the saine way that similar enterprises had been
set up in other activities lu the world economy. Such enterprises would be set up under
bilateral treaties and their operation would be regulated not by national law but by
regulations laid down in those treaties and in statutes that would be part of the treaties.
The same delegation also expressed the view that such solution could have advantages,
as for example the free and unrestricted movement of fishing vessels and exemption from
customs duties in participating countries. It drew attention to the large amount of work
that FAO could carry out in thIs report with a view to standardizing in all countries the
formulas and procedures for setting up such joint ventures, giving them an international
character. Another delegation, however, pointed out that, when such enterprises operated
in waters under national jurisdiction they must be subject to national law and adapt
themselves to the conditions laid down by the recipient country. Considering that the
differences in aims and needs between recipient countries and the numerous posible types
of joint venture agreements, it would for the moment be difficult - and several delegations
pointed to this fact - to devise uniform rules valid world-wide.

The Committee generally recognized the importance of FAO's contribution in this field,
particularly in view of the relevant provisions, speciaLly those on transfer of
technology being considered by the UN Conference on the Law of the Sea. There was some
difference of opinion on the range of activities FAO should undertake, with some delegations
expressing the view that the Organization should limit itself to assembly, analysis, and
dissemination of information and the provision of general guidelines, while others were in
favour of a more active role, including provision of technical, legal, and economic advice
on, and assistance In, negotiations.

58, In commenting on FAO activities specifically mentioned in COFI/77/8, the Committee
considered that the joint venture guidelines currently under preparation would meet an
important and urgent need for reference material. On a longer-term basis, the organization
of contract negotiation training activities might fill the need for staff adequately
trained to take part in discussions with prospective partners from other countries,
To accomplish its purposes, the training prograiwile would have to be practically oriented,
with emphasis on economic and technical matters in addition to legal aspects. It was
further emphasized that participants in nnagement training should include. middle-level staff.

The Committee was of the opinion that developing countries might want to take advantage
of FAO's ability to provide. a preliminary technical and economic assessment of joint
venture. proposals submitted to them by prospective partners.

The Committee's comments ou the proposal for a World Conference on Fishery Joint Ventures
made by some member governements to FAO and referred to itt paragraph 25 of COFI/77/8 - ranged
from wholehearted approval to outright opposition. One delegation, supported by othrs,
proposed that if it was agreed to hold such a conference, it should take place in a developing
coastal country. In contrast, an alternative proposal to organize seminars, consultations,
or workshops focussed on specific practical considerations rather than on well known
generalities was generally endorsed. The above activities should be carried out in connection
with further work being done in this field and the work of regional bodies.

Some members suggested a number of additional activities which FAO might undertake to
assist in the joint ventures field. These included:

- Assistance to developing countries In drafting legislation relating to fishery
j oint ventures

Publication o information on prices to ensure transfer pricing on a fair basis

- Examination of ways and means to shorten the time-consuming and costly joint venture
negotiation process

- Establishment of a register of International joint venture agreements.
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In the Committee's view FAO might intensify its activities in identifying investment
opportunities in developing countries which might lead to the organization of mutually
advantageous joint venture operations, as well as in searching for financial support, such
as long-term J.oans, to remove an obstacle to setting up healthy enterprises. It was also
felt that information should be assembled and analysed both on international joint venture
agreements and on legislation and other measures adopted by host and investor country
governments affecting the formation and operation of joint ventures. The Committee
suggested that further work of FAO in respect of fishery joint ventures be reported to the
Committee at its next session

(d) Activities of regional fishery bodies

Under this item of the agenda the Chairman proposed and the Committee agreed to review
the usefulness of the new presentation of material in the relevant documents (COFI/7 7/10
and its supplement) and to consider specific proposals concerning the Fishery Committee
for the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF) and for the establishment of a fishery commission
for the Near East. The Committee agreed to the establishment of such a Commission and to
discuss the future role of the regional fishery bodies in relation to the changes in the
regime of the seas under item 3 of the agenda.

The Committee commended the Secretariat on Its new presentation which was of great
value because it contained information which only FAO was in a position to present in a
systematic and comprehensive manner. The Committee requested that the document should be
presented in the same maimer on a regular basis in the future. While the document Itself
should contain information ou reccnt activities, annexes should indicate the membership,
functions and geographical area of competence of each body. This would enable the

Committee to consider in the future the activities of the regional fishery bodies on the
basis of up-to-date and complete information.

One. delegation mentioned the necessity to include the Permanent Commission for the
South Pacific as a regional body related to the fishery activities of the southeastern
Pacific. Another delegation referred to the effective work carried out by the European
Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission and its various working parties not only for inland
fisheries In Europe but also for its work on related aspects of interest to developing
countries such as water quality criteria for fish, aquaculture and pollution in
Inland waters.

(i) Statistics in the CECAF area

The Committee noted that in Resolution CECAF/V/l which was adopted at the Fifth Session
held in Lom, Togo, in March 1977, CECAF had considered the difficulties encountered in
obtaining complete and properly detailed statistics on the operations of some long range
fleets and recommended that bilateral agreements between coastal states and countries
outside the region should include provision for regular reporting by the latter to coastal
States Of data as specified in the CECAF statistical system; CECAF had further urged coastal
states to take appropriate action against the fishing nations which were operating In the

region if they failed to provide the required statistics.

The Committee on Fisheries, conscious of the importance of statistics for the hotter
management of resources, endorsed the measures recommended by CECAF. It requested all

Interested countries to implement this resolution, It was suggested that in the future an

item on the Committee's agenda could be devoted to a critical review of statistics at both

national and regional levels.



(ii) Southern boundary of CECAF area

The Committee was informed that at its Fifth Session CECAF had considered that it was
desirable to review the southern boundary of its geographic area of competence as defined
in paragraph i and as referred to in paragraph 2 of its Statutes. At present, this boundary
followed parallel 6° South which crossed the African coast at the mouth of the Congo (Zaire)
River. It had been pointed out at the Session of CECAl that the environment and the nature
and distribution of fish populations were very similár in the areas between iO°N and 20°N
on the one hand and between the Equator and 17°S onthe other. From a biological point of
view, there was no justification for setting the boundary at the mouth of the Congo
(Zaire) River; on the contrary, there were cogent scientific arguments in favour of
including the waters off Angola in the CECAl area. CECAl had further decided to request
the Director-General of FAO to bring this matter to the attention of the Committee ou
Fisheries at its present session so that it might recommend to the FAO Council to amend the
CECAl Statutes accordingly.

The Committee considered this matter on the basis of the views expressed by the coastal
countries in the CECAl area that were present at the Eleventh Session of the Committee.
It agreed to recommend to the Council of FAO that the southern boundary of the CECAF area
should be moved southward to include not only the waters off Angola as proposed by CECAF
but also the waters off Namibia. It was considered that such an extension would safeguard
the interest of the people of Namibia. The Committee also agreed with the proposal that
the UN Council for Namibia and the Organization of African Jnity should be informed of
its recommendation.

The Committee requested the Director-General to solicit the views of the Government
of Angola on this matter so that they could be conveyed to the Council, It noted that
Angola had applied for membership of FAO and it would therefore be possible for Angola to
be selected as a member of CECAF after its admission to the Organization.

It was noted that there should be sufficient consultation between members of CECAl and
of the International Commission for the South East Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF), if there
was a need to work out the means for avoiding duplication in formulating management measures
in areas off the coasts of states that belonged to both bodies.

(iii) Proposal to establish a fishery commission for the Near East

71. The Committee agreed, at the initiative of the countries concerned, on the proposal
which had emanated from the Regional Conference for the Near East in 1974 and 1976 for the
establishment of a fishery commission for the region. The commission would be open to FAO
member countries which were serviced by the Regional Office for the Near East; it should
deal with both marine and inland fisheries; and its functions should be based on the
specific suggestions made by the Thirteenth FAO Regional Conference in 1976. The Committee
requested the Director General to consult the countries concerned and to solicit their
views on

the way of financing the activities of the commission

the ways of coordinating the work of the proposed new commission and the
activities of GFCML!/ and IOFC.V

(e) Cooperation with other organizations in the United Nations system

72. The Committee was informed of the extensive and complex nature of FAO's relations with
other organizations and bodies in the United Nations system, as indicated by the accounts
of some specific activities contained In document COFI/77/11. The Committee was informed
that FAO was closely involved with and was contributing to international programmes concerned
with ocean affairs. Since such FAO contributions made substantial demands on staff time,
the Committee was requested to offer its views on the relative importance and priority of
such activities within FAO's overall programme in fisheries.

!I GFCM - General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean

2/ IOFC - Indian Ocean Fishery Commission
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Delegations expressed understanding of the need for balance in the structure of FAOs
overall progrsune; however, the Committee agreed that such factors as the emergence of
extended jurisdictional limits and the trends towards regionalization were introducing, and
would continue to introduce, complex problems associated with the management, development
and institutional aspects of fisheries which must be discussed in various international
fora. For these reasons FAO must continue to be fully informed of and to anticipate in
international programmes concerned with ocean affairs in which the development and welfare
of fisheries were vital considerations.

Some delegations observed that there appeared to be some duplication of activities
between different organizations. There should be a clearer definition of tasks of each
organization and a more precise identification of the objectives of each of them. In this
connection several delegations asked that FAO provide the Committee with more detailed
information on the activities of those bodies with which it had working relations,
particularly where such activities had a bearing ou fisheries matters. Such Information
could be usefully reviewed at the Twelfth Session of the Coiiuiilttee on Fisheries. It was
also suggested that the Committee would usefully be provided with reports of the achievements
of cooperative activities with other organizations.

Other delegations pointed out that, with the intensive and multiple use of the oceans
and the existing complex programmes of organizations of the United Nations system in
international marine affairs, effective coordination of such activities, especially those
that applied to fisheries, was essential. bearing in mind that bC and the organizations
participating in ICSPRO were the UN bodies directly Involved in the scientific aspects of
ocean affairs, fuller use should be made of ICSFRO as a coordinating mechanism. It was also
observed that with the increasing activity of bodies concerned with marine research, and
with pollution problems at the regional level, there was growing need -for the regional
coordination of fisheries and related marine environmental activities.

The Committee was informed of activities of the IOC and of its collaboration with the
organizations participating in ICSPRO, The Committee noted the view of the IOC Secretary
that his organization had not fully utilized the potential of ACMßR as au advisory body to
the Commission; it also noted his plans to rectify this in the future. The Committee agreed
that it was essential that the FAO and IOC programmes he developed in harmony, especially
as these relate to research on marine living resources, and that the special advisory role
of ACMRR to both organizations in this regard should be recognized.

With regard to specific activf ties arising out of FAO's relations with other
organizations, the Committee made the following observations:

The Cmmittee notedwigh satisfaction the close collaboration between FAO and IOC and
emphasized the importance of strengthening such collaboration, especially at this time
between IOCARIBE and WECAFC in the Caribbean region.

- The Committee welcomed the statement by the representative of 14N0 outlining the programme
of that Organization. Marine meteorological and related oceanographic services were
important for safe and economic fishing operations and hence corresponding extension of
these support services should be enured for the development of fisheries. The Committee
recommended that WNO should be invited to pay particular attention to services
especially in developing countries and with respect to waters off their coasts, and that
the needs of the fishermen operating in near coastal waters should be given particular
attention.

- The Committee welcomed effective working relationship that had been established with
TJNEP and noted with satisfaction that FAO was now executing eight marine projects funded
by this programme.
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The Committee commended te useful work being carried out by FAO in collaboration with
WHO in developing Codes of Practice for fish and fishery products. It eapressed the
hope that these Codes would be widely used in training and technical assistance
programmes. It further noted a continuing need for collaboration with UNIDO in fish
utilization and for greater participation by FAO in the activities of IMCO,

The Committee notedthat the terms of reference of the ACC Sub-Committee on Narine Science
and its Applications had been broadened to cover all ''ocean affairs'. It requested
that in future more detailed information on the activities of the Sub-Committee be
provided in order to make a better assessment of its coordination functions. FAO's active
participation in the activities of the ACC Sub-Committee was considered most
desirable, particularly with a view to monitoring the prospective activities of ali
bodies in the UN system which might impinge on fisheries matters. The change in terms
of reference made clearer the distinction between the role of the Sub-Committee, which
involved wide participation, and that of ICSPRO, which was concerned with the activities
of a smaller number of bodies in the more restricted field of marine science.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE REGIME OF THE SPA AND THEIR ILICATIONS FOR FISHERIES

78. At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Committee agreed to discuss chis item under the
three following sub-items:

United Ñations Conference on the Law of the Sea

The future of the Counnittee on Fisheries

The future of regional fishery bodies

(a) United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

79. The Committee considered this item on the basis of documents COFI/771 12 and COFI/77/Ini6.
It commended the Secretariat on the usefulness soci objectivity of the information supplied
on the fourth and fifth sessions of the. Conference on the Jaw of the Sea that I-md been held

in New York from 15 March to 7 May and from 2 August to 17 September 1976. The uggetiOn
was made that the Secretariat should issue in one document all the accounts that had been
submitted so far to the Committee on the sessions of the Sea-bad Committee and of the
Conference itself.

80. The Committee rqlterated the appreciation, it bad expressed at previous sessions for
the quality arid ob1eciyity of tethnical contributiouc provided by FAO to the work of the
Conference. It requeste"the Secretariat to prepare an annotated compendium of legislative
and regulatory measures enacted by coastal states to implement exclusive economic zones
or fishery conservation zones, as well aaan analysis of bilateral agreements corici.uded by
coastal states as a result of the new regime of the oceans.

81. The Secretariat was also requested to prepare a study of the provisions of the Revised

Single Negotiating Text whf ch relate to the work of FAO and that this work should include
a technical and practical definition of the 'regione'' referred to in the Revised Single

Negotiating Text. In this respect, account should also he taken of the geographical area
of competence of regional fishery bodies. The Secretariat was also requested to prepare

a programme for the development of the economic zones of the developing countries and to

submit it to a future sessiou of the Committee.

(b) The future of the Committee on Fisheries

82. This matter was discussed on the basis of documents COFI/77/13 and 14. The Committee
took special note of the discussions of its Sub-Committee which had met at Lisbon in

March 1976. It discussed in particular whether the Committee should remain as present].y
established under Article V of the FAO constitution as a permanent committee of the Council
or whether it should be set up by an international convention concluded under Article XIV.
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A majority of delegations who took the floor saw no need for changing the status of the Committee
at the present time. They concluded that this was a matter which needed reflection and that
it was still too early in the developments resulting from the United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea for governments to make a final assessment of the Committee's role ifl the
future. In the circumstances it was wiser to maintain an arrangement which had worked well
In the past and could still be improved without major changes to the constitutional
characteristics of the Committee.

A smaller number of delegations advocated the conversion of the Committee into an
Article XIV body. These delegations believed that the Committee's present status limited
its functions and that it was also hampered by financial and administrative limitations.
In the opinion of these delegations, the negotiation of a Convention under Article XIV would
provide an opportunity tp define the objectives of the Committee, taking into account the
present needs of the world community, and especially those resulting from the new ocean
regime. In particular, it did not have a status similar to that of other international
bodies outside FAO dealing with marine affairs. One delegation expressed the view that the
Committee on Fisheries should have the same relation to FAO as the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission had to Unesco. This would enable the Committee to bring about
efficient cooperation in fisheries as part of food production activities and to interact
with other similar bodies involved ifl ocean affairs on a worldwide basis and would give it
the appropriate degree of autonomy to fulfill its tasks. Reference was also made to the
time required to effect structural changes within the United Nations system and to the
need to take account of the work being carried out by the Working Party on the
Composition and Terms of Reference of the Council, the Programme Committee, the Finance
Committee and the Comnittee on Constitutional and Legal Matters.

Delegations agreed that a strengthening of the Committee on Fisheries could take place
by concentrating on a few major tasks, as for example:

- The Committee should ensure that proper weight is given to fisheries in food
policy formulation

The Committee should work toward the general objectives of the new international
economic order to the end that fishery resources were used for the benefit of mankind.

The Committee should take an active part in the food production process with respect
to conflicting uses of the sea and participate in the formulation of an overall policy
for ocean management.

- The Committee should contribute to the activities of all bodies dealing with the
management of living resources of the high seas.

The Committee should give priority attention to the development of the exclusive economic
zones of the developing coastal countries and to other relevant provisions of the
Revised Single Negotiating Texte

The Committee requested the Secretariat to examine the report of the SubConimittee on
the Development of Cooperation with International Organizations Concerned with Fisheries
in the light of the discussions at the present session, and formulate a set of questions
which would identify the options operi to the Committee. A document incorporating these
questions should be circulated to Members of the Committee in time for their consideration
before Its next session. A session of the Committee should be held in 1978, having
re-assessment of its future as a major item on its agenda.

The Committee discussed a proposal that the Chairman and other officers should act as a
steering committee not only during sessions but also in the interim between sessions but it
was pointed out by the Secretary that this would require a change in the Rules of Procedure
and a report from the DirectorGeneral on the administrative and financial implications
before this could be formally implemented. It was then suggested that as a practical and
immediate arrangement the Chairman and other officers might maintain close liaison with
the Secretariat on an informal basis.



(e) The future of regional fishery bodies

This subject was discussed on the basis of information given in document
COFI/77/1O and COFI/77/1O, Sup.1, and ori the observations of the Sub-Committee on the
Development of Cooperation with International Organizations Concerned with Fisheries,
reported in paragraphs 44 to 61 of document COFI/77/14. The Secretariat introduced the
subject with reference to a series of questions raised by these documents, consideration
of which might guide the Committee in its present works. These questions concerned the
desirability, purposes and methodology of any critical review of performance of existing
regional fisheries bodies in which COFI might engage; the identification of gaps in species
coverage; the geographic or functional scope of these bodies; the development of views
in Member Countries since the Sub'Coinniittee meeting in Lisbon in March 1976 In the light
of changes in states' practice and the progress of the Conference on the Law of the Sea
over that period; and, with reference specifically to the bodies established under the FAO
constitution, the possible need for an evolutiQn of those bodies towards greater autonomy,
and consideration of the relation between them and the regional FAO projects funded from
tJNDP and other sources.

The Committee agreed that the importance of regional bodies would not diminish as a
consequence of changes in the law of the sea, although the functions of many of them would
eventually become substantially modified. These bodies varied greatly among themselves
in their functions, in their manner of working and in their problems, and no common pattern
of change could yet be discerned. One delegation expressed concern that in the transition
to new functions and forms there should be no hiatus in management arrangements. Such
discontinuities could be damaging. Some delegations considered that no general review by
the Committee on Fisheries of the performance of non-FAO regional fishery bodies was called
for at this time. Other delegations felt that the Committee should continue to be active
in this matter in response to requests from these bodies themselves. It was suggested that
the bodies themselves and their Members might be invited to prepare and make available to
COFI accounts of their own problems and the steps being taken to resolve them. With respect
to the FAO bodies, although the initiative to respond to the new situation also rested
primarily with the bodies themselves, the existence of a common FAO Secretariat and of
certain common problems arising from the nature of their membership, meant that COPI had a
significant coordinating role to play. Some delegations also suggested that the ACMRR should
be used to make technical studies of specific problems which were being raised more or less
simultaneously in working groups of several of the FAO bodies.

Several delegations emphasized the need for the servicing of the FAO bodies to be
progressively decentralized. The Members should themselves be encouraged to provide
additional support to these bodies, although some administrative difficulties in this
respect were foreseen by some governments; this complex question was being studied in
certain cases.

The consequences of the creation of regional bodies concerned generally with marine
science and with sea pollution were discusEed. It was agreed that close coordination was
called for in the work of the regioiial fishery bodies with these new bodies, as weil as with
some which, as In the Mediterranean, had existed for some years; one delegation suggested
that where possible integration should be achieved by broadening the functions of existing
bodies rather than by the creation of additional bodies. It was agreed that ICSPRO had-a
useful role to play in ensuring coherent development. FAO should also take the initiative
on this matter and report as far as possible to the next session of the Committee on
Fisheries on the results.

Some delegations suggested that whereas bodies concerned with research and the evaluation
of scientific results might cover large sea areas, bodies having fisheries development and
management functions might best evolve on a sub-regional basis. In any case it was important
that there should be no overlap in functions of different bodies.
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92, The Committee emphasized the need for a close relationship to be establ±shed in each
area between the regIonal fishery body and fishery development projects ill the area.
A suggestion was made that the stef f of development projects mIght iii certain cases be
merged with the secretariat of the intergovernmental body to achieve more effectively
related institutional and industrIal developments; it was agreed that this Interesting idea
should be enpiozed by the Secretariat.

Several delegations observed that some regional bodies, particularly the FAO bodies,
were concerned with the transfer of technology as well as with prevention of overfishing
and related questions; with respect to this function COFI had an important catalytic role
to play including assistance in planning any structural changes that may becalled for.
These delegations felt that the future. of FAO's role in fishery matters depended on the
success with which it adapted to change, and critical studies were needed to determine how
the activities of FAO in general and oi cori in particular might be strengthened; appropriate
and coordinated regional activities might be the key to such strengthening.

Finally, it was agreed that the Secretariat should prepare and submit regularly to COFI
expanded descriptions and analyses regarding the situation of the regional fishery bodies;
especially, but not only, those under FAO and those concerned with resources beyond the
limits of national jurisdictions. in addition, the Committee requested the Secretariat
to subm:lt to its next session a paper containing details of the funding of the FAO bodies
including support from other sources suth as the regional projects; the paper should also
indicate the level of funding needed for them to become fully effective.

I1AJOR PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF THE FISHERIES DEPARTMENT

The document COFI/77/15 was introduced by the Secretariat and attention was drawn to
the main purpose of the Committee, arm Fisheries in relation to FAOs work, in providing
advice and guidance to the Department. It was pointed out that the rate of growth of fish
production from known and familiar resources had declined in recent years. More. attention,
therefore, would have to be directed to neglected or underexploited resources, on securing
the best possible catch through appropriate management, and to exploitation of unconventional
resources. The stress would be on increasing the proportion of catches directly consumed
as food, on the development of inland fisheries and aquaculture, on reducing post'harvest
losses, on conservation of resources and protection against pollution, on socioeconomic
and institutional aspects of fisheries and., in particular, on the problems of smallscale
fisheries. The document first delineated the strategy of the Organization and then
proceeded to outline the programme of work in terms of information services; 'technical
services of exploitation and utilization, comprising resource studies, Investment and
development, 'technology and utilization; and policy arid planning, including international
coordination; and Finally the Field Programme.

T4hile indicating support for the general trends of the programme, several delegations
expressed concern that the paper was generally lacking in detail sufficient for the
Committee to peaf croe effectively its advisory role. These delegations felt that the
preseatetion of the Field Programme was inadequate and regretted that the past practice
of considering field progtaaimes In each programme area had not been followed. Other dele
gations agreed that the paper described well the overall tasks to be undertaken by the
Department bu t they wished to have niore :irxF ormation on proposed. activities, including
explanations 1cm tec'ru uhonge in the structure and in the distribution of financial
resources within i.Ot'pa:rtmermt. A reaarlc wac made that the preparation of a paper giving
such information was acm: practicable in view of the guidelines set by the FAO Council for
the overall format of programme documents.

91. The Comiunittee approved the major trends such as decentralization of activities,
training arid the strengthening of time developmental aspects of the work of the Department.
The intention to concentrate data informet:Lon and statistical activities in one writ was
welcomed as wellen the p:: oposni s'tc'ucturaily to combine rasponihilites for inland water
f isher:Les acid Foc' aquaeu].ti,t,re
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lt was pointed out that the proposed budget was inadequate particularly in view of the
responsibilities that would devolve on the developing countries with the establishment of
exclusive economic zones. Budgetary provision would also be needed for annual meetings of
the Committee on Fisheries and for associated preparatory work. The socio-economie aspects
of fishery development -ere stressed and the strengthening of regional bodies was considered
to be a priority. It was generally agreed that training and education needed emphasis. An
evaluation of the results obtained so far on these matters would be useful to províde
guidance for future orientation.

Delegates requested information on the Technical Cooperation Programme of FAO and its
relation with the activities of the Departuent. The Secretarint rerçcnded by informing the
Committee of the origins and purposes of the programme and the procedures and the manner of
its functioning. Its ain purpose was to give FAO the abiLity to intervene in field
activities in order to catalyze further development and to give limited financial assistance
in irgent situations. The emphasis was on food production in the least developed countries
and asgistance was given at the request of Member Governments although activities of a
regional nature were not necessarily excluded. In the 1976-77 biennium a total of 65
projects amounting to us$ 5.2 million had been approved, of which six were for fisheries,
estimated to cost US$ 400 000. Nine other fishery projects were under consideration. lt
would appear that the share of f iheriee in this programme would amount to 1O-'15 percent of
the total0

The proposal to develop cooperation between institutes in the developed auf developing
oomtries and between developing co'.iitries was welcomed. In this connexion, the proposal to
establish a regional aquaculture research and training centre in Latin America as part of a
globa' network of regional centres, was strongly supported. PAO's constitutional role in
providing information of a global nature to both, developed and developing countries was
noted while some concern was expressed about the reduction of resources for work on
fisheries planning and policy. Particular reference was made to the success of the regional
and interregional prograimaes. Attention was drawh to the need to strengthen the activities
of the Department in inland fisheries and aquaculture, which were considered to have great
potential. The Department was requested to examine the possibility of su'regional programmes
to help developing countries make better use of the resources which would come under their
jurisdiction in the exclusive economic zones. Suggestions were also made for more effective
liaison with investment agencies and for strengthening the legal unit in order to enable it
to provide assistance in the drafting of fisheries :Lsgisletion, fishery agreements,
instruments for joint venture, etc. activities the importance of which would increase with
the changes in the ocean regime. It was also noted that questions concerning aquatic
environment would benefit from structural integration. The work of the Department in
preparing training manuals and guidelines was greatly appreciated and it was suggested that
more funds should be allocated for pu5licatios, While assisting in the transfer of tech-
nology was considered an important activity, it was pointed out that there was need to take
great care in the selection of appropriate technology.

The UDP Representative described involvement of UNDP in fishery development pro-
grammes and referred to che liquidity crisis which had affected the availability of funda
for UND? projects as a whole. The crisis had now been overcome by austerity measures and
generous contributions from several governments; however, there had been a US$ 30 million
reduction in the 1977 programme. Nevertheless, it was noted that about 80 percent of the
FAO fisheries field programme was still funded by UNDP. Some of the losses to the fisheries
programme had been made up by extra contributions by.. donor governments through such regional

and interregonal programmes as CE CAP, the Indian Ocean Programme and the South China Sea
Programme. The strategy of UND? was based on the development of a series of interregional
and regional programmes which would provide overall support to national activities. In the
1977-81 cycle it would continue to pursue this strategy with emphasis on interregional and
global programmes including aquaculture.

In answer to a question put by one delegation, the Secretariat explained that the
discrepancy between the figures provided under each subprogramme and the total budget was
accounted for by the fact that the provision for programme management, amounting to
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us$ 2 061 000, had not been shown as a separate item. The total net increase envisaged
for the next biennium was about 2.5 percent, which corresponded to the rate of increase for
the Organization as a whole. Separate adjustments would be made for cost increases. The

Department had to work within these limitations and shifts in allocations had been made
particularly to ensure an effective field programme. Resources would also be used more

efficiently by unifying activities. Savings arising from proposed staff reductions would
be allocated for consultancies in particularly important areas. The detailed programme of
work and budget was being prepared and would be available later in the year.

MTTER.S CONSIDERED BY THE COUNCIL AND CONFERENCE 0F FAO

103. The Committee was given an account, in document COFI/77/16, of the matters of concern

or interest to it that had been considered by the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Sessions of
the FAO Conference and that were not covered, under other items of the agenda.

104, As requested by the Conference, the Committee agreed unanimously to amend its Rules of
Procedure so as to bring them into line with the relevant provisions of the FAO Basic Texts
that had been amended by the Conference,

The Committee also considered it advisable to take advantage of this revision of its
Rules of Procedure to effect some editorial changes in the text of the Rules as suggested by
the Secretariat in döcument COFI/77/16,

The amended text of the Rules of Procedure is reproduced below with the deletions in
square brackets and the additions underlined:

RULE I

Officers

i, At the first session /af ter the election of its members by the Council, pursuant
to Rule XXX.1 of the General Rules of the Organization / in each bienniuth, the Committee
shall elect a Chairman, a first Vice-Chairman and four other Vice-Chairmen from among
the representatives of its Members, who shall remain in office until the election of a
new Chairman and new Vice-Chairmen and who will act as a Steering Committee during
sessions.

The Chairman, or in his absence the first Vice-Chairman, shall preside at meetings
of the Committee and exercise such other functions as may be required to facilitate
its work. In the event of the Chairman and the first Vice-Chairman not being able to
preside at a meeting, the Committee shall appoint one of the other Vice-Chairmen or,
failing these, Lanothe7 a representative of one of its Members to take the chair.

The Director-General of the Organization shall appoirtt a secretary who shall
perform such duties as the work of the Committee may require and prepare the records
of the proceedings of the Committee,

RULE II

Sessions

1, The Committee shall hold sessions as provided in Rule XXX.4 and 5 of the General

Rules of the Organization.

Any number of separate meetings may be held during each session of the Committee.

The sessions of the Committee shall, in the years immediately following a regular
session of the Conference be held at the seat of the Organization; in other years they
may be held in another place in pursuance of a decision taken by the Committee in

consultation with the DirectorGeneral.



Participation of internatioul organIzations in an observer caprçity in the work
of the Committee shall be governed by the relevant provisions of the Constitution and
the General Rules of the Organization, 1/ as well as by the General Rules of the
Organization on relations with internatIonal organizations.

Attendance by nonmember States Unations 7 of the Organization at sessions cf the
Committee shall be governed byhe principles eiatïng to the granting of observer
status to nations adopted by the Conference,

(a) Meetings of the Committee shell be held in public, unless the Committee de-
cides to meet in private for discussion o any items on its agenda.

(b) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (c) below. any MefiLber Nation not
represented on the Committee, any Associate Member or any nonineinber State
/Thation ¡ invited to attend in an observer capacity a session of theLnittea
iiiay submIt memoranda and participate without vote in any discussion at a public
or private meeting of the Committee,

(e) In exceptional circumstances, the Committee may decide to restrict attendance
at private meetings to the representative or observer of each Member Nation of

the Organization.

RULE 1V

Agenda and documents
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4. Notice of the date and place of each session shall normally be communicated at
least two months in advance of the session to all Member Nations and Associate Members
of the Organization and to such nonmember States LThetions 7 and international
organizations as may have been invited to atiiiThe session

5, Each Member /Nation J of the Committee may appoint alternates and advisers to
its representativa on the Committee,

6. Presence of representatives of /Metubers representing 7 a majority of the Members
¡Thations T of the Committee shall constitute a quorum for any f ormai action by the
iommitteeT

RULE III

At tendance

The Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, shall
prepare a provisional agenda and shall normally circulate it el: leet two sioi.t.hs in
advance of the session to all Member Nations end Associate Members of the Organization
and to all nonmeniher States /Thations J and international organizations invited to
attend the session.

All Member Nations of the Organization nd Associate Members acting within the
limits of their status may request the Director"General normally not lees than 30 days

1/ It is understood that in this context the terms ''Constitution'' and ''the General Bales
f the Organization'' are to be taken to include ali general rules and policy statements

formally adopted by the Conf erence and intended to supplement the Constitution and the Rules,
such as the ''Statement of principles relating to the granting of observer status to nations;''
/, the ''Principles alLdprocedures which should govern conventions and agreements concluded
ader Articles XIV and XV of the Constitution and Commissions and Committees established
under Article VI of the Constitution'' 7 and the generai rules regarding relationships
between the Organization and govermmeral and nongovernmental organizations.
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before the proposed date of the session to insert an item on the provisional ageiLda.
The Director-General shall thereupon circulate the proposed item to all Members of the
Committee, together with arty necessary papers.

The first item on the provisional agenda shall be the adoption of the agenda. The
Committee in session may by general cousent amend the agenda by the deletion, addition
or modification of any item, provided that no matter referred to it by the Council or
on the request of the Conference he omitted from the agenda.

Documents not already circulated shall be dispatched with the provisional agenda,
or as soon as possible thereafter.

RULE V

Voting

Each Member of the Committee shall have one vote.

The decisions of the Cossuittee shall be ascertained by the Chairman, who shall
resort upon the request of one or rnoreMembers to a vote, in which case the pertinent
provisions of Rule XII of the General Rules of the Organization shall apply mutatiS
mutandis,

RULE VI

Records and reports

At each session, the Committee shall approve a report to the Council embodying
its views, recommendations and decisions, including when requested a statement of
minority views. Any recommendations adopted by the Committee which affect the
programme. or finances of the Organization shall be reported to the Council with the
commentsof the appropriate subsidiary committees of the Council.

Reports of sessions shall be circulated to all Member Nations and Associate
Members of the Organization and to norniiember States /Thatious 7 invited to attend the
session, as well as to interested international organizations ¡ntítled to be
represented at the session.

The comments of the Committee on the report of any of its subsidiary bodies and,
if one or more Members /Thations 7 of the Committee so request, the views of those
Members LNations / shall be incrporated into the Committee's report. If any Member

L Nations 7 shaliThe incorporated into the Committee's report. If any Member CNation_7
so requests, this part of the Committee's report shall be circulated as soon as possible
by the DirectorGeneral to the. States L Nations 7 or internatiocal organizations which

normally receive the reports ofhe subsidiary body in cuestion, The Committee may

also request the Director-General, in transmitting the report and records of i-ta
proceedings to Members /Thations 7 to call particular attention to its vie.ws and
comments on the report of any ofits subsidiary bodies.

¿. The Committee shall determine the procedures in regard to press communiquds con-
cerning its activities,

RULE VII

Subsidiary bodies

1. In accordance with the provisions of Rule XXX.IO of the General Rules of the
Organization, the Committee may, when necessary, establish subcommittees, suhs1díry
working parties or study groups, subject to the necessary funds being available in the
relevant chapter of the approvedbudget of the Organization, and may include in the



2. Before taking any decision involving expenditure in connexion with the establish
meat of subsidiary bodies, the Committee shall have before it a report from tl-ie
DirectorGeneralon the administrative and financial implications thereof.

3, The Committee shall determine the terms of reference of its subsidiary bodies, who
shall report to the Committee. The reports of the subsidiary bodies shall be made
available for information to all members of the subsidiary bodies concerned, all Member
Nations and Associate Members of the Organization, nori'member States [nations 7
invited to the sessions of the subsidiary bodies arid to intereted Intarnetionl
organizations entitled to attend such sessions.

RULE VIII

Suspension of rules

The Committee may decide to suspend any of the f orngoírig Rules cf Procedure,
provided that 24 hours' notice of the proposal for the suspension has been given and
that the action contemplated is consistent with the Constitution and the General Rules
of the Organization. ! Such notice may be waived if no ember objects.

RULE IX

saendment of rules

The Committee may, by a two-thirds majority of ti-ic votes cast, amend its Rules of
Procedure, provided that such amendment is consistent wich the Constitution and the
General Rules of the Organization. No proposal for the amendment of these Rules shall
be included ïn the agenda of any session of the Committee unless notice thereof has
been dispatched by the Director-General to Members of the Committee at least 30 days
before the opening of the session,

SUGGESTED MAJOR ITEMS FOR THE AGENDA OP THE TWELFth SESSION OF THE CO1T'UTTEE ON FISHERIES

The Committee noted the topics that had bea suggested in document COFI/77/17 as
possible major items on the agenda of its Twelfth Session.

The Committee Fiad already decided to have shorter agendas in the future and in. previous
discussions had drawn Cttention to subjects which it deemed important for consideration at
its Twelfth Session, These íncluded assistance to coastal states in using the resources
within the area of extended jurisdiction; adjustments required in the characteristics and
activities of the regional fishery bodies; and lastly the ffcts of the new regime of the
sea on the Committee itself and on che Fisheries Department. The Committee came to the
conclusion that it did not need to choose extra major items for the agenda of its Twelfth
Sessi on.

109, It was pointed Out that in any case a certain degree of flexibility was needed in the
light of further developments in the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,

/ See footnote to Rule III, paragraph i
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membership of such subcommittees, subsidiary working parties or study groups Member
Nations that are not Members of the Committee arid Associata Members. The membership of
such subcommittees, subsidiary working parsies and study groups established by the
Committee may include States mations J which, while not Member Nations or Associate
Members of the Organization, are membePs of the United Nations, any of its Specialized
Agencies or the International Atomic Energy Agency.
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The Arab speaking countries present at the session requested that there should be
Arabic interpretation at future sessions of the Committee. The Committee took favourable
note of this request taking into account the fact that Arabic interpretation for meetings
in general would be considered by the Conference of FAO at its Nineteenth Session in 1977.

The Committee agreed that in future the Chairman and the other officers should be
elected at the end of the first session in each biennium, due regard being had for an
e.quitabie breakdown between the regions.

112.. The Committee discussed membership of the Drafting Committee and expressed the view
that the number should be limited to a maximum of two per language; this would make six
with the present languages and eight if Arabic was added, having due regard for balanced
breakdown between regions. The matter needed further consideration and should be discussed
at the next session of the Committee,

DATE ND PLACE 0F THE NEXT SESSION

The Committee expressed the view that as a result of changes in the regime of the sea
it should meet once a year for at least the next few years. It suggested that the next
session should be held in the spring of 1978 but that the Director-General should take a
decision in consultation with the Chairman in the light of further developments in the
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.

The Committee noted that the next session would be held in Rome in accordance with
provisions of Rule II-3 of its Rules of Procedure.
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Appendix A

AGENDA

1. Opening of the session

2. Adoption of the agenda and arrangements for the session

3. Election of officers

4. Review of the state of world fisheries

(a) World fisheries development 19621975: An appraisal of performance compared
with the Indicative World Plan projections

(b) The present state of the world fishery resources

(c) Fish production, utilization and trade

Fishery commodity situation

Prospects and requirements for the better utilization of fishery
resources

The role of j oint ventures in fishery development

(d) Activities of regional fishery bodies

(e) Cooperation with other organizations in the United Nations system

5. Developments in the regime of the sea and their implications for fisheries

6. Major proposals for future activities of the Department of Fisheries

7. Matters considered by the Council and Conference of FAO.

8. Suggested major items for the agenda of the Twelfth Session of the Committee
on Fisheries

9. Any other matters

tO. Date and place of the next session

11. Adoption of the report
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ADD3 B 1R EDOU/.HD SAOUMt.,

DIRECTO-..NEa&L 1O

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Delgates Ldiee and Gentlemen,

No one can hold himself aloof frein the problems of today, inorant of their implica-
tiens, i ifferent to their urgencies. The hungry and the oppressed have yaited too long
already. Even today millions are etarviug and many more are chafing under the yoke that
ho1d. them, Iumgiy and unemployed, at the margin of e. society which claims to offer heaven
on earth. de are well aware that this cannot go on. For this reason the nations have
agreed to work fr a Ne International Economic Order0 The mais. features of- that ord.er
have been sketched out. The detail has now to be drawn for each sector separately.

It is a matter of considerable ea'til3Í'actioxL for me to note the strong representation
of Member Governznente at this Eleventh esion of the Committee on Fisheries; for I see in
it a confirmation of our view of the importance of the role that fi.sheriee can play in -the
world, a declaration by Member Governments of their readiness to collaborate in confronting
the many serious problems of this sector, and a recognition of the efficacy of this FAO
body as a forum in which to discuss and. deal w±th theo prohlexn.

All these aspects are important, I have epreeed elsewhere ¡ny view that agriculture
ii1l hold the key to the New International Economic Order, and -that the achievement of that
order wi].]. depend on the ability of developing countries to euratn a high gDowth rate in
food and agriculture. Part of that growth must and will be accomplished through the devel-
opment of fisheries.

But, although the potential is considerable its realization will not be easy, for
fisheries is an especially uncertain sector, ubjeci very much to the whims of nature and
in which, so often, the actions of one country affect the fortv.nes of another,

Cooperation between countries is an essentia]. element of any world system and it
further development is a moat important featu.re of the general strategy by ihioh the New
International Economic Order will be brought into existence. This is especially so in
fisheries in whioh interaction is an essential characteristic- of everyday affairs. In the
past international effor-te in this sector have been directed largely at abatement of the
effects of competition and conflict; now they must have more positive effect; there are
many ways in which countries can asit one another to acquire new technologies, to build
competence for research and management, and thus to reinforce individual and collective
self-reliance, Your coming together here is evidence of your willingness to promote those
exchanges

In order to contribute max-e practically end more effectively to 'these cooperative
efforts in fisheries IAO will shape its work to meet the realities of the current situation0
Accordingly, it will give special attention to the problems of training personnel; tt will
give more attention to ways of attracting more funds to investment in fisheries; and, so as
to place itel1 closer to the working facs of 'these problcm, ì't will decentralize L'ta own
operations rie far as may be practicable0

These aro 'the main features of the Organization' s policy, Its fishery strategy 'tx-ens-
lates 'this policy is.to action to favour the development of national industries end iristi'tu.-
tione, 'to contribute 'to developing the highly specialized skills and managerial competence
necessary for these industx-ies, and to promote inter-country collaboration; for these pur-
poses it will seek to mobilize contributions -to regional and global fishery programmes, end
will rationalize its continuing services to Member Governments,.
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This is a complex plan. It has been designed to meet a complex situation, of many
elements varying greatly in magnitude and of problems vrying in urgency. In this situa-
tion the need for a body such as COFI to advise on priorities and to propose courses of
action, seems to me obvious Yew' presence here reassuxeE me of your concurrence in my
views

Since your last session, there is a new A istant Director-General in charge of the
Fisheries Department. I realize thvt Mr. Herman Watinger has been well Imown to all of
you for many years, and hardly needs an introduction. However, I would like -to take this
opportunity to express my sincere appreciation for his ded.ioation to the Organizatton, his
unswerving commitment to the cause of fisheries development and his ready collaboration.
With his long baokgreìmd in fisheries, I iioc-; that he understands the problems of the fish-
erice sector and sympathizes with the aspirations of ali our Member Governments, whatever
their policies and objectives for this sector.

I am alec happy to introduce Mr. A. Iahcn, the new Director of the Fishery nd.uetriee
Division, Mr. Labon has long been concerned, with 'the fishery sector iii Poland. He is
widely versed in fishery ind.wtries and has been hastening their development during his
last six years in FAO, }ie, 'too, is well Iawwn to mos't of you. We will soon see how
employment in our field pro jecte has prepared him t'or his new responsibility which is
to help developing countries develop their fishery industries.

The logic and philosophy of our joint plan focaus on the role of fisheries in a New
International Economic Order which is the theme of the address given by Aibassador Castaneda.
I regret that my programme allowed me no time to hear the delivery of that address, but I ani
eagerly looking forward to reading i-t.
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DIRES 33Y HIS XCLLNO JORGE CA2TM1)A,
aEA.1) Oli MCXLCMJ flLV.GPION TO TH1 ThUD UNITED NATIONS

CONFÍUJCE ON THE iAW Q SEA ßff[) IWL&R OF TetE
INTrUATIONL LAN CONMISSION OP FJ9 JNIp) NATIONS

2d bj iex I: a.oa1 Eoonomlc Odr

It iouid bQ d f:1.ou1 'o iior hoov<'ecl Íorum thr FAO to diov
th ntioLpioó. thpc1 o r.cii Lj of ho S ou Ixtrtionl Eoonom1c Orc1r
T1 ?qitub1y v. oî the d tbîr roorc ii one of the subjects that by
it3 very uutme, 1euc1j i;toth reiiuion of he iew Economic Order in
uht&itwe form d rnaI& t opertve

A o1nouriu for new, reoponeiDie economic eoiic1r.iy Eeior1g all ntion ku been he3rd
for sorne time now9 both ineLdo the United Nt.ions eytem und itu i1itecl genoieL &nct

Il; ha been reitcrtd ninny timee t1t it i boiutc1y eeentiti1 to improve the
it'i.Mon of the developing oountrie which hv 1eefl co ¿dvere1y ffeoted by the trdi-

tion]. 3truot12r of or]4 trd and by bhe 'vitiated interiion]. division of 1abour
primarily by the o- blihment of a univereal normative o der that coneecratee end iiiple-

n't euch active w1 reeponible eoli.darity among all nation The eential concept
underlying thie new economic order ie that of economic dutiec or obligatioz2e It 113
believed that comething 2iilar to ìiat hae occm're since the end of th laet oewtwy in
the ernal structure of vurioum aztec must no'i happen on the interiationa]. planee Ac.-
corcìingly riing ha been given that mcre equality in the eyee of the law, mere formal
cqitality mor citizens within nationa]. eocietiee, actually di uieee trewendoze real ineq-
ulty and ineq-u.ality This hae been pointed out for over three-quartre of a century in
calling for the promulgation of special legis].ation - right--to-iork lawe - and for the
creation of. .nstitutions7 such as socia]. security agencies, to protect and eafeguard the
íntereet of the most underprivileged social olasses Similarly nowadays the international
community finds itself obliged to establish and implement e. series of norme 'that establish
economic duties and. obligctions of the most powerful arid affluent countries in order to
provide protection and assistance to those that are not only the poorest but lo the least
able to negotiate end defend themselves in international economic relations

It ic not a natter of consecra-ting the giving of charity as an international principle,
nor of involdng and dem.ending the good will of the most affluent countries It is a matter
of embodying in la the principie that prosperity is indivisible, the principle of actìve
solidrity among all peoples0 There is no question either of altering or rerescing the
unequal distribution of natura]. resources emong nations, nor of changing geography; the aim.
:Ls rather to prevent ir1viug the poorest countries become poorer and poorer0 In postulating
a Nw :cne -tioni]. ]oonomjc O'd.er the intent is to put au end to the traditional inequi-
table deeliuge based oi. imbl.uceU power relationships0 In ehort, the aim is to consecrate

a juridical principle the obligation of international cooperation in favour of the
developing unies0

The Generai Aeseïabiy of the Unit ed Natone and nuwercue other forv.ms have over two
decades framed 1 :et miy posiuicieru and objectives and even oi some occasions
principlei e-ud logl. cnmíu tending towaed thternct:Lo,.nl eooiition of this principle0
Per1'nps the lingpit of this New International Economic Order , which it will obviously tsle
a long -time to conolid-t1, U1 be th Charter o Economic Right and. Duties of States

approved y -h aer.u:L eo:L- oi the ¡tio:i i mb'u 1974e

Proper ilatton of the rtiliatiou of -the end eir resources by all ne.tions will
c,oi'itribute morc thea e-.ythin to the more equibli treatment of the less developing
cou.r Th c e o, q'tu o peri oi L onomi cccnti.al .nvoivod ui these
resourcew e - d. oir- eubuoile, t: sources thoy ooutath

be cd o beh' !i o al een 'nd '-hou 3oing uo n acadeiu.c d.scuueion as to
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whether the resources of the seas anó, their subsoil are ree niülius or ree coie it
suffices to eert that they should be used for the good of all0 Here the uaeolvable problem
of attempting a redistribution of renources according to a certain political philosophy by
which we have lived for over half of a mi].lenium, naniely that they come under the sovereignty
of individual nations, is left in abeyanoe Since no states claim either novereiguty over or

the right of appropriation of a triiridoue portion of the seas and their enouroen they
belong to humanity as a whole0 Ooeuentiy they can be utilized. in such a way an to redress
to some extent the inequalities of terrestrial geography; they permit at least ideally a more
just distribution of resocee that belong to everyone, thus helping the attainment of the goal
which we all set oureelves namely to close the abyss which actually separates peoples who
in the eyes of the law are equal0

How and to what extent wil]. the new Law of the Sea that wan framed seven years ago co
tribwte to the attainment of thin Heal? It is very difficult to draw any conclusione on this,
In fact there are conflicting opinions on this matter According to some what has been done
thus far tends to worsen the prevailing situation because, it. is said the exclusivo economic
zones which are the most conspicuous outcome of the nw Law of the Sea really benefit ihn
industrialized countries, the rich nationa again, Others are of the opinion that the pro-
posed regime for the seabed close not offer promising prospects either, It may even lead to
greater concentration of extremely valuable mineral resources in the hands of a few countries
that have the financial said technological capacity for extracting them0 Still lt appears
paradoxical, if these opinions are correct, that ii was precisely the developing countries
which urged and backed the establishment of exclusive economic zones and of a regime to govern
the seabed0

In order to arrive at some objective oono:Lusion it is necessary to review what han actually
happened in these two fundamental areas: wo must consider first, what -the probabie results of
the establishment of exclusive economic zones will be, and secondly what a regime for mane-
ment of the seabed can do to foster a more equitable distribution of its mineral resources,
Unfortunately given the time limits, I shall on:Ly be able to examine the first question, and
superficially at that,

Before doing so, however, I should. like to make one observation on the traditional, historical
processes by which great changes have been wrought in international insti-butions and, juridical
principles, No such ohanges or virtually none, have occurred in history as the resu.lt of an
overall, global plan devised by sorne men of genius that was accepted by the community of nations
because of its intrinsic excellence at any given time or by an isolated act, New political and
economic ideas and philosophies that. have had the greatest influence on the destiny of mankind
have always been the outcome of a process of adjustment and. conciliation of the interests of
various states, usually over a long period of time and. after many partially frustrated attempta,
These proceseos take place in successivo stages, the results of which are always partial,
imperfect0 However, when these processes are viewed. from a historical perspective it is seen
that each of these sta-gea represents a s-ten forward0 In the final analysis thin means that

'che true authors of international law, of the normative order by ihi.ch we are governed, are
always states and not individuals, We must also remember thai, despite the fact that certain
principles of enormous importance are historically associated with the names of specific
individuals -. just as -the principle of the freedom of the scan is associated with tbe
of Grooio and that of closed sean with i;h iiame of Selden that the ide of these -thinkers

are in the final analysis nothing but the rafloction of the interests of their oun cocntrioa

In recalling these obvious faot.s we do not wish to give a false impression, however,
By natural inclination and. as a citizen of a developing country, I have faith in the power
of ideas0 I almost consider having such faith to be my duty0 For weak countries the best
defence .- not to say the only defence is the invocation of the law,

In the framing of the now internatio&. Law of the Seas as in ali orders, there ha-s
boon much discussion of -the ïcrtile interaction between idealistic philosophies of individuals
and the interests o± states, Let u.s imrely recall the enormous impulse given by the cele-
brated. speech o-f Ambassador ¿rvid Pardo of Yialta in 1967 to future d.avelopment of the Law
governing the seau I merely want to say that we must not make the mistake of aFJ5Wning that
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sosie kind of globale systematic scheme or master plan, which is theoretically valid and.
intrinsically cxcellent will preside over arid, inspire the discussions at international con-
ferenoes for regulating the use of the seau Above ail vie inut not be disappointed if in the
long slow process ahead of us vie do not see accomplished what we envìeaged as ari ideal con-
oeption of things0 The philosophy of 'tall or nonetT is unrealisti.c nor does it have good
historical precedsnts and f'urihermore it is ineffectual0 States are not always consistent,
only rarely are they altruistic, but whether we wish i-b or not, they are the only authors
of international law arid there are no substitutes for them0 I believe that this cautious
and. realistic pproaoh :i.s the one that should inspire us in judging the new Lavi of the Sea
and.. in evaluating its impact upon the New Iirternational Economic Order0

Itet us recall how the idea of exclusive economic sones arose0 The aim of the developing
countries which initially postulated it was to alter to some extent the prevailing system of
international distribution of wealth0 Their efforts to retain for the coastal states the
resources close to their shores were nothing in fact but another aspect of the great, painful
struggle being conducted. on all fronts to secure, arid on sorne occasions to demand., their
permanent sovereignty over these natural resources0

Clearly the basic principle underlying the traditional regime governing the seas that in
the freedom of the sean. was not invented three centuries ago by the maritime and fisheries
powers with deliberate purpose of exnloiting the small or poor countries, and. certainly
could not bave been aimed at many states that only acceded to independence since then0 One
thing is certain, namely, that the most backward countr±es which tods,y aspire to full utiliza-
tion of the resources of the seas washing their own shores for their own benefit, are hampered
in doing so by the existence of obstacles arid situations governed by the principle of the
freodom o. the sean as vnderst cod. oonveniionaJ Ly h-b w to risy, as he 3 iberty to work these resources
unz'estriotedly and. ven to exploit them with no responsibility toward. aarone, since they wore considered.

as open and. available to whoever grabbed them there f irs0 The right to fish actually benefited the major

peyere to the detriment of smaller OriC5 For that rea-sono in L'ace of the continual rise in
the oc vticin of fisheries products arid considering that these resources are riot inexhaustible,
it has become essential :o substitute for this traditional concept to some extent that of a
responsible attitude 'tc: rd the freedom of the seas, that is the right o:C access to their wealth
should mean that thay ,e used. in moderation since this wealth does not belong only io
eountrtës that are sufficiently powerful to exclude others from access thereto but to all0

In face of this new situation that has shaped up in the past three decades, what has been
the answer of the various nations to this problem?

The first arid most obvious answer was the assumption of the right to extend the sones
that come under the jurisdiotion aM control of the coastal oowrtries0 since the 1940s ceain
Latin American countries have felt that the fisheries resources close to their shores should
be reserved. to the riparian states .just as mineral resouroes on their continental shelves

are Live resources depend physically arid. biologically very intimately upon the coastal environ-
mente Furthermore these countries took the position that there is an element of justice in cori-
sidering these resotu-ces as part of the resources of countries lying along the oceans0

Initially certain countries undertook to extend their territorial wates, that is to say
the sea waters over which they exercise full sovereignty, to 200 nautical miles offshore.. In
time, other states with the same objective came to consider this as only a half.-'way solutiori
the effect of which might be to interfere or limit the traditional freedom of navigation, over-
flight arid other rights, without there being any real necessity for recognizing this legal capar-
city, since it is enongh ic recognize the rights of sovereignty, not over the seas themselves
but over al]. the resources found within -that area0 This was the origin of the thesis of the
patrimony of the sean the name of which was quickly changed to "ezolusive economic zone"

Certainly in theory there might have been another solut ion, an answer more in conformity
with an ideal plan a batter one from a rational st.ndpoint, riamely the establishment of a
world aninistration to govern the use of' the seas and. their resources beyond territorial waters
on a universal basis throngh a, complex of institutions and machinery0 However realistically
and. sincerely we must ask ourselves whether the internatipnaJ. community is ready today to
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establish any such syotem Oe?tainiy I believe the major obstacles to this do not cesaarily-

come from the developing countriea The great fisheries powers are also not spared. to

abandon the old principle of the right to fish and substitute for it some other one that would
necessarily imply recognition that these resou.rcee do not belong to the first one who seized
them but rather belong to all men and that therefore some form of lioense permit pi' authoriza-
tion mu.st he reqii.ired under an international aystem to secure ound1 intelligent use of the
seas and fishing for benefit of ali makind, I believe that this constitutes the principal
obatao1e The best proof of this is that as refers to seabed miaera1s despite the fact that
no one has as yet exploited them commercially and that their exploitation is not as urgent as
is that of the living rescurces and even though the United Nations has declared them the
common patrimony of humanity the great powers still prefer a system that allows free access
to these mineral resoiuces accepting at the moat a system of licensing rather than trve inter-
national administration0

Developing countries regard these obstacles to the establishment of a rational and just
international system for mining of these resources with great concern0 For this reason it is
difficult for them to hope th&; there will be instituted a similar system to govern the live
resources of the seas which -b&cee their interests into account0 Hence their understandable
preference to theniselvs control their offshore resources The international political raality
th,e egotistical iriterests oppose what would appear to be the ideJ. pian and the most rational
method0 Regrettable as this is it is stark reality0

Perhaps the establishment of such a system can only he hoped for when pressure of publio
opinion becomes stronger and conflicts of interests in the use of the :eesources 0±' the sea have
become aggravated0 'iearnthile we must anticipate the future and struggle to advance toward
this goal however partial and gradual advance bay be, There aree even now some poasibilities
which we shall discuss later on of integrating to a partial :nt the administration of the
seas and their resources through certain institutional rueanuree

Now we must. consider a different points how the establishment of exclusive economie zones
has holped or could helps in the attainment of a more equitable distribution of ichtbyo-
logical resources0 It is said that the exclusive economic zones have primarily benefited the
major powers with long coastlines0 Here believe we are under a urong inrcssion0 We get
a deformed pwtuzre of reaLiv f rom seeing hese oconomic sones n gxarl'c iflust.vaon on ups
marked with striking colours; this picture does not correspond to political and ecnomic reality0
There is a tendency to look at this problem as though thre had. once existed open free zones
which the developing countries enjoyed the use of and which they are ICQW egotistically closing
off in order to establish these exclusive economic zones0

In reality these exclusive economic zones are fox' the benefit of a great majority of the
developing countries Previously all the free seas were theoretically open to all couxiti'tes
including the economic zones that have now been established by the major powers0 As a matter
of fact these areas never represented any benefit whatsoever for the developing countries which
were incapable of utilizing them for lack of capital fishing fleets and technoiogr that would
enable thais to fish far off their own shores or iii the economic zones ruled by the major
countries0 The creation of these zones by the advanced. countries was almost a matter of indif-
ference to most developing countries0 Por them the free seas were an iilusion Ther had. nothing
but a legal right thereto, a formal entitlement (i beg your pardon for this pleonasm)

In exchange for this theoretical right, of no real significance whatsoever, however, they
had to pay a price, according to the principle of the untrammelled right to fish the seas0 The
developing countries had to tolerate having the major powers fish freely in the waters close to
their shores0 This was indeed e. reality; this actually took places The major powers did indeed
fish in theee zones on a large scale thus blocking, hampering, or sometimes rendering impossible,
the development of the national fisheries industries of the most backward countries0 Apart from
this there was the fact that this f ishing by the major powers, and sometimes their overfiahing,
put seine of these resources in danger of erinction0 The net result was an unjust international
division of labour, Some countries had industrial-scale fisheries; others smallsoale fisheries0
I romember very vividly thai u 1968 o pehapa 1969 when tho acct he Sovia Un.b.on held
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broad coneul15ation iih many untried on the poeibilii of conening a ew conference on
the seas to revise the nyetem that had been irieti.tuted from the i 958 convent ions; in their
initial px'opoeals they geated that preferential element to neing the resources of the
sea up to 200 miles ofThhore be grited to seaboard countries which would be allowed to fi2h
with vessels of up to 300 tona' the rest of the seas beg lefi; free for fishing by any country
withowt payment of auy f see or dwtiee Acceptance of this pien would have meant condemning
the coastal cowitr.es o ¿Levelooment of puroly eniall-eule .i.shpries icr all etonu1y

Since then9 I beljve9 enormous advances have been maden Under the alances of the Law of
the Sea in the 1evisod. Single pext th'afted at the United Natione 0onferenoe developing countries
did indeed gain the real possibility of developing their own f iching inductrice end of parti-
cipating to a greater extent than previously in the working of these resources0

A revealing illustration of this which indicates what benefi1; aoorued to developing
countries from the establishment of exclusive economic cones is that of my 0cm coun15ry Un
the basis o the implicit agreement resulting from the debates and conclusions reached at the
United Nations 0onferenae which conciusionc were incorporated in the Revised. Single Tat
Iexico considered that it would. not be acting in violation of international law if it nnìl&
tera.Lly establicheo. nr c.clusvc econume O3? ol 2,)O m.Le . 1"ii t cuc a

end of 1975, Since thon numerous countries bave untie aly cn 'tabJ.iehed simil a r sone0 On
the ba.sis of the i on its exclusiva economic SQIiC oroalai there co:oe c:got.

atiene with Cuba cod the tIOS 0A0 the coeitri whic3 ad cccc; :t d.c57'
in the Gulf ci - noco IIexj.us xo1usjve aoononj,o ;on.. po.

shrimp oe,tch ws suld in by i-heoe two oouetries th i ? r i OTC fl j
iyould have j.uroeed any cpanu.ou ?r QYOO thruep In the treaties signed it was
reed that the shrimping by thoce two foreign coi 15íee won.i1. òr reduced the tirai; to

40 percent of the catch of tc :oer before 1975 and thnt .eir catch would be

reduced un15J .t aan1c o a A i s op by ho end f 979e t O OE era pt'Cuc ed o

permit fshng of ihc et'oclua tiar these cointra c- I - r o Joe or i,
the d.evelopment of the coastal oountrys fleet icioe CTI;5 mitied cccocmic benefits
for my countrys since it gained over one million dcl :c t:»o:eac1. of these tv;o oountr:ies the
first year in the form of fishing liconce fees0

This example also t1irow tute the linceiiCut another fact esecially pertineut for thin
meeting0 In addition to the bonefit to the coastal statc the establishnient of i15 economic
one meant moro ncontf o aad. OQUnC ub.lent.os of nc inoocc cl ho s'e ?VlnI'eiinoTc

shrmpingby the oOvßT7co5WI o rosourco monat vLrg. r2 ñ'e nue w cicung OL 'ori
Obviously similar results will not always be obtn±nabie yet to the extent tJat such cases
are multiplied, the exploitation of the 'living resources of the sea will become none scientific
and efficicat and a moie epiitabJe Anrc,c-nat.ona diiìnor o lebotu w' I) oowr «iio ben

In order for it to contribute to the establishment of a moro just international economic
order the regime for exclusivo economic sones must have three fentursEi nsnely

(i

(2
it must not result in a decline of world food. produotton;
it should preserve an equilibrium between the rights of coastal countries and other oountries
especially by mot infringing on other liberties and

(3) it should not exclude any group of countries even landlocked onse front the possibility
of also having accese to the resources ci' the coas0

As is known? the system of exclusive economic nones recognizes the claims to sovereignty
over live resources of coastal countries while at the sanie time consecrating the principle of
optimum utili. abon 01 iesOU1OO It ac obvioua that oosai. oourtros could no pe'ent
fishing by other countries if they themselves were unable to work them to the fullest extent
In times of food crises, and even in other times, it would go against the interests of all
humanity to have ich-thyological resources go to wante for lack of working them0 Consequently
the Revised Single Text establishes and consecrates the socalled px'incirle of optimum utilisa-
tion of resqurces, Countries other than coastal states would be entitled to do fishing of
surplus stocks9 over and. beyond. what the coastal states are able iso fish0 Stili a coastal
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tion among the nieritihie !itherins pot-ycos c' the ni;,aiioo f tdo 'ì' Lo a
radical departure from principles that had pro ei'ed loo oouial o.nto'. Lì "h .;un

which was -the outcome of the United Na;tions CcuLoreiicc o tie íau cl th u Ui. cu

not satisfy eve-yone0 However It in en in&pùrtnnt zp b::Lo oLa'o os a: ioi
improvement of the situation of the deelopir' eciurU'Los i coinoruoTL ¿t '. oLaj sotfac.'
-tion for me 'ta recall 1e:ico s loac1rship in ini cg o' . o' Li U .a. \rcj,cicl u:oiy
like to mention the fact that the firt ?orìal oL'Liat ; cf port ,hu &c on'ie
sconoric soues to the Prepaoa-tory Coei.ttc.e i

Mexico and Venezuela0

Despite ail this we cannot rest o io' o o uo bt u .o. J.

recognize tue shortcoiIngs uci thc ip9ofc;iLo1F0 'U urL . .0 . L. :uL I': :iìt cuc'

abandon the ultimate goal of eotalDJ.isliir!g"i' i the -L'i;o' o o'Lo co. a
cientific integrated and global utilietion of the soo ui tUoi:.' :ouocuo0 S ho

been said9 -the oid princip10 of the freedoLt of thu sens ii. so ':'no o it ptJ to the ol'ht
to fish9 wa' hecd on the ici.c'a th'ct hc lf'rint :oc i' :oi .0 J thu ion i";: '0 n 't

proseat, and evon ¡soro so in iho futuro oo eiìpl csuiot .0:\ :'uu ' o :u

for humanity consIdered ancL aploi-ted9 as thosh th:y FioUo'ncl "i W LC ''iocí-

barely an elementary and p:0imaey nors"rtivo order "ihicic c:'u oul loi oolnth c! Lu 0 0 L iii oti UI

of great abundance and little dcsrud siw,h ao ,os t.ie c'o Lo ï out ji. U' 'O'i 0 t0 'to ii,"

ducts of -tho sea0 Tho reg'letion o! their utilinut!o Is uueuUa'0 'Jiho lnc'no 'uLoist0
Thomas Huley9 oncc said -that -thu bas-t i7e) of oonooro'Ln ho oU ciiu-oo 02 ho se. by
oxploi-ting thom0 This is not so certain ncuucleys0 The preises opoa ohich Grado l
the principle of' freedom o!' thc seas that the sea is pra'tico'L1 1:oL-lD:s od 'thnt i-t is
iiossib1e -to grasp i-ts size or to embrace it? as ith tho air - vto J1er hold, fu ono
times the resouroos o!' -the sria9 :hothc::r-juesablo or (j coo th -i oi ed o

the subsoil moot dl lo vtr:Lc1_oro as ras ocoiioo, oo 1Lciu t a J. o'coo o

people9 rather than 'to no ore,

Humanitys attitude tossrd the seas i-jill have -to uhano, 'i1hu worlds pc'ltic-u ooplooicR
and -the consequent inoroo'e in doocnd for foods obtained frcìi the oao 'thr. grcuY±n in&iotriallc
tion of al]. con-tincurts9 -the conoen-tret-lon 01 PeOple along U'.e soa000ty 'thu uonutonUÇy rreatev
erac-tion of hydrorarbo-as ftos the continental shois9 tPo arinth rf ;tL:;otion EOC1 the
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contaxr1y ,isr u o± ].ar ana. 1fGr oil of hip arrying liquid ga and of
1 )Iop)i31on F' ii. lhç r roabex uie of bcc! ubsance most

of thich nd ip iia h.ì a jr:.. o my :son t]at i1 i. esrrii to reguit the use
of ooa o .cIwicL ca ro anó. j±st intnatioxLly New and bigger
CC)nfL.O tP 1Q4 t' ouìx'iwe uo o 1is oocari thich cortan1y
no cn eoUr:3T O1 o1'c 'by :Lte1:c

, concrit i 'otion in i;h mi1tip1 uec of ths seas The exploit.
t:Lcn of ,y affzo' 'o of ' wV;er above and ïice verseS; econornio
aoti.vitios .n ii ;'o.tiona1 n coast.l :mi ijiteract eoipoca1ly The cee. ac a

1i o1 ac1 i oçi, ri' ALI "e' 1ne.aotons
cqv ..ce g! LIJ / J. 1axa meno o fls

In th!a :cacpect, a I 1nv lAU) ct play a vital key role0 :tt c i pected that
in the fntune now epj:ion,l o1'unizs7ior,'' i:Li ie eatabliched for the i'eglation of fisheries in
he vri.00, IarL )f ic' o ct dc tioi j. t i 'i I oicU. o asuaa that 1i wn.j organau1ons
bhat j1eae,? e-ÌTht il adopt ncí I-LL. acn regLLLeGlonc Thd tandc.rds íoi more effcct.ve i'eguL-
tion of ficherie poesib).y ascwniag :cegiflatory functions which in 'the past wexe reserved to
ctc:ea The impact of''fishing under present conditions is of world-wide coope, as what happens
in on egion affsctc whn ± heppenin in otherc.- In fcot right now w are about to convene
an international conference for the niore sffctive and moçtx'n regi.Iation of the fishing of
highly migratoiy- species in 'the eastsrn Pacific by oeans of a new regime based on the existence
of czclw3ivs economic sones all along the west coast of both nerioan continents talcing into
account the highly migratory nature of thece species - especially tu.na In reference to this
syatern we have pointed out that what in decided here will certainly have a definite effect
upon fisheries in other far away regions where tuna end other migratory species are a].eo
fished So the work of all these regional organizations must be coordinated0 The only inte1
ligent and. feasible wr of doing so in by integrating this netnorlc of organizations under one
head orgariization which is universal in scope and functions name1y FAO

But this is no-b the only problem0 Po an over greater extent the various competitive uses
of the seas will have to be organized, in a rational manner0 It is not possible to regulate one
economic activity without considering the others0 Henceforth it will be eseential for these
activities to be coordinated through apnropriate institutional rules end rsgulations, that is
to say by what has been called an liintegrative machinery" embracing all organizations having
bo do with the management and utilization of the seas and their recovrcss For instance, in
addition to FAO I refer to the Intergovernmental 4aritime Consultative Organization (INco)
Uneco1 Intergovernmental Oceanographic Coission (ioc) and to the United Nations :itself

as wli as to other agencies0 This nay be the imost importent imined.iate step to be taken toward
this ultimate objective whioht as we have said, is to institute en international worlthiido
adncinistra'.on of the sea sac1. its resources0

Obviously we face enormous ffiouLbios0 But we mast have faith in the vulue in the efficacy
ids anc tac- i.n i he fu ur e

b" wishes :or the success ci' your &li.berations Thank you for your 'patience
ii i ni cr i
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